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Time : 3 hours
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If not asked, I know; If you ask me

I know not
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FeelingEmotion
Peotry is the spontaneous overflow of powerful

feelingsBut the thought and

words in which emotion spontaneously embodies itself
A vent for overcharged feeling  
The suggestion by the imagination of noble grounds for the noble emotions


Imagination
In a general sense may be defined as the expression of the imagination
The language of the imagination

RhythmWe will call musical

thoughtThe rhythmic creation of beauty


 Words     


 Expression          
The most delightful and perfect form of utterance that human words

can reach

purpose of the poem
Poetry is anti-thesis of science having for its immediate

object pleasure not truth


 
Poetry is a metrical composition. It is the art of uniting pleasure with truth by calling imagination to the

help of reason and its essence is 'invention'
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'Finally, good sense is the body of poetic genius, fancy is its drapery,

emotion its life and imagination the soul that is every where, and in each, and forms all into one

graceful and intelligent whole'
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   ii        iii   
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It takes its origin from emotion recollected in

tranquillity
            







 
Edgar Allen PeoPoetry is the

rhythmic creation of beauty.

Creation

    Free verse, Blank verse  

Just as the banks

give each river a distinct personality so does rhythm make each peom an individual creation
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Rhythmic Expression


Poetry is metrical (thought) compositionSamuel Johnson
              

Poetry of the highest kind may exist without metre
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Paradise lost
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 Dryden  The Liberty which poets have

assumed to themselves, in all ages of speaking things in verse which are beyond the severity of prose

A poet is held to be free to violate the ordinary norms of speech and of literal

truth, including the use of matter and rhyme and the use of fiction and myth  


 

            
     
  Poetry is musical

thought            
 

    
Scansion







         


serenadings



Background musicMarching band



Background music
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The rhythm and measure of poetry elevated to a regularity, certainity and force . . . . .
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Algebra


Sur-realism




 











 

     



James Montegomery
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Poetry is metrical composition, it is the art of uniting with truth by calling forth imagination to

the help of reason- Johnson



  


         


         




 



"It is strange but true; for truth is always strange, - stranger than fiction." - Byron



 


'Truth is truth,

To the end of reckoning'
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'Ye shall know the truth,

The truth shall set you free'




 



 








     Leigh Hunt
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"All sects are different because they come from men; Morality is every where the same, because

it comes from God." - Voltaine
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"Artistic beauty is not different from moral beauty"







"Literature is a criticism of life"



'Neo-Humanists'
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'Christian Humanist'
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 Work of Art 
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(Criticism) KRITEIN (to judge) 
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'Another doctrin that (Bhatta Touta) held was that the poet, the hero (of a poem) and the

(sympathitic) reader pass through the same experience' (History of Sanskrit Poetics - P.211).
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Incomplete, Spurious, Dogmatic and Technical Criticism 
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unconscious

artskylark
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 Descriptive Criticism
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 Impressiocistic Criticism
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 Comparative Criticism



           
          




 



   



 Judicial Criticism
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A desire to

live together in union
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   Epic          
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Epic








Epics
           


 












  
  


The most impassioned state of the being
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  stage directions
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Art thon contented, Jew
     I am content

I am more

sinned against than sinning 
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Dithyramb

The dithyramb was an elaborate choral ode sung and performed by a trained chorous of fifty,

the song itself having a direct bearing upon the central religious orientation of the whole festival and its

connection with the god dionysus



 2







   Funeral performance at the grave of a warrier 
Ridgeway
Thespis
             


 B.C.

 


             
 
     

De-poetica

 

De-poetica

Tragedy is the imitation of an action that is serious. Complete in itself and a certain magnitude,

in language made beautiful by different means in different parts in the dramitic not in the narrative form,

with incidents arousing pity and fear, bringing about the catharsis (purgation) of such emotions
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Euripides, Sophocles



 

     


      






              
 



  

 






Unity of PlotThe poet should be

the maker of plots rather than of verses
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De-poetica




              













Unity of Action

   


Unity of Time


'Tragedy endeavours as far as possible to confine its action within the limits of a single revolu-

tion of the sun or nearly so'
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Zenith
            




Unity of place
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purgationpity & fear

   Bulcher

Purgation








          


Trastatus coislinianus
   Lare Cooper 
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''Comedy is the imitation of an action that is ludicrous and defective of magnitude, language

various emblished the several kinds of embilishments being severally used in different parts of the play

carried on by agents not in the form of narrative though pleasure and laughter, effecting a catharsis of

the comic emotions comedy has laughter for its mother.


           






 




            
 


  


(purgation of the emotion)
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pity & fear 




  


          
  




'Tragedy not only rouses these emotions (pity and fear) but also by the way it rouses them

effects a catharsis of them (emotions)'.

           

 Crombie
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contrast

similarity




 Sophocles         
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  The Epic Style

  The Dramatic Style

  The Descriptive Style

  The Lyrical Style
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Lyrical PoetryLyric'Lyre'
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Lyrical Poetry
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'Negative Capability'

          

Romantic Poetry



     Love Poetry  
Nature PoetryMystic PoetryPatriotic Poetry
Reformative PoetryElegies

 Love Poetry
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Objective trend
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Subjective trend
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 Nature Poetry




           


            


 


   Wordsworth      
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     Pastoral Poetry     
Pastoral Poetry
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 Mystic Poetry
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 Patriotic Poetry
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 Reformative Poetry
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 Elegies

Elegies
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Background information
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Direct methodIndirect method
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Novel 
Novel"Novelle"
'Novellus', 'Novus'
fiction
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Novel


  





 
Richard CrossThe Development of English Novel


Roll Fox'Novel and the People'


   
'Hardy the Novelist'


'The English Novel'
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SubjectA NovelRemarks"This is

apparently the first attempt ever made in this part 06 India at NOVEL writing in Telugu prose"
           


   
 



     



          

 

 
It is the first Telugu Novel that has yet appeared
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The Lake of Palms
   Annals of Rajastan        
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short story
short story
short story 
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 "A short story is a prose narrative, requiring from half an hour to one or two hours in its persual"

- Edgor Allen Poe




 "A short story clears with a single character or a single event on a single emotion."

- Brande Mathews
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Climax
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A short story is nothing if there is no story

at allstory

             











 


 
Three-dimensional
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 germinal idea





themesubject



plot
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crisis


Climax


           


Denomement


   




 
            

             


 




 
 





character
dialogueaction
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incident






conflict



   


situation





Narration




omniscient   
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Essay



    Essay       
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Bacon'sEssays

of Elia    


 


EssayVulgar Latin
exagiareassaierweigh

outessayertesttry
  short non-fictional literary composition
Essals

+
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Ph.D.

D.Litt.

  






 





           

"There is no history without literature and there is

no literature without history" 
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'Biography' (Bio-Graphy-GR) 'A written account, or history of the life of an individual

written by others'
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"The aim of biography" said Sir Sidney Lee 'is the truthful transmission of personality' 


".... as in the case of poets Biographers seem to be born rather than

made"Waldo H Dunn

Andre Mowrois "Scientific biography will become specialised and technical. There will be

biographies in which development will be traced in all its inticacy and in a manner comprehensible only

to the experts"     "Sociological biographies, easthitic biographies,

philosophycal biographies"





Platarch 'Writing the lines of famous Person'
'The history of particular men's lines is biography'Morcel Schwog "Biographers have

supposed that only great men's lines could interest us"  


Sir Sidney Lee 'Should be of a certain magnitude'
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"There are lines which have a natural beauty, which either by

chance or by some force inherent in their being, are some how constructed life spontaeneous work of

art"Andre Mowrois

          

 
 








           

   

           
         





His first duty, I have shown, is to be truthful to understand and then reflect his understanding,

his second, perhaps even more difficult is to be interesting", ...... interesting I mean, that his work must

conform to the laws of aesthetics"A.J.A. Symons

     
" ..... a good biographer, in my view, is one who can see both white and black and

can show a man who has this difficult pair to drive, can succeed as well as fail"Andre Mowrois
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Sir Sidney Lee 'The truth which biography de-

mands is truth in its hardest most of durate form; it is truth as truth is to be found in the British Museum;

it is truth out of which all vapour of falsehood has been pressed by the weight of research; 
Biography   "faithfully and authoritatively delivered"    
          






"A true biography is the narrative, from birth to death, of one man's life in its outward mainteslation

and inward coritings"W.H. Dann

  

'A Biographer or Auto Biographer is obliged to omit from his narrative the common places of daily life,

and to limit himself almost exclusively to sailent events, action and traits" Herbert Spencer
Andre Mowrois 'the biographer, like the portrait painter and the land scape painter must

pick out the essential qualities in the whole subject which he is contemplating'  



            





"When we read the biography of a very well

known man we know in advance what changes of fortune and what denouement to expect. At first

sight we might think that this might not the book of some of its interest, but if the thing is well done, the

effect is exactly the reserve"Andre Mowrois
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"The biographer must not only select his facts but also present them in the most

telling order"A.J.A. Symons

public and private
         
   


          

      



        
"That

biography is not memorial journalism but a form of art and that is as much entitled as the modern novel

to openners of expression""These dairies and memories are raw material but they

should not be confused with the finished product. They are biographical sources not biographies" 





Rev. Thomas Davidson - Most modern biographies are too large. They err by not selecting merely the

significant"            
"A judicious and correct use of 'private letters"William Winters
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Auto-biographyAUTO
  Auto-Self, Gr Self one's own, be oneself, independently combining form of - 


Biography bio-graphia A written account, or history of the life of an individual

written by others



 

 

Auto-biography

A written account or history of the life of an individual written of one self

The story of a person's life written of himself

The account of individual human life written by the subject himself. In the broadest sense any

self-written account of one's life and times may be thought of as auto-biographical, but auto-biography

at a literary sense stands apart from certain related forms - notably the personal essay, the dairy. The

travel journal and the auto-biographical novel
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(Informal Auto-biographies)

(Formal Auto-biographies)



         
Memories
ReminiscencesDairiesTravelogueLetters
MusingsConfessions
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St.AugustineConfessions











(Fictionalised Auto-biography)

(Auto-biographical fiction)
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ION OF

CHIOS
5 BC - 5 AD
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Auto-biography
EducationMy apprenticeSumming-up

 The monthly reviewAuto-

biography

  

 





The life of Vennelacunty Soob row
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Incharge 





